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Kerwin Henderson joined Team JPO as a Program Associate in 

March 2015, but this wasn’t his first time at American University. 

He had spent his last semester of undergrad studying here with 

the Washington Semester Program, going on to graduate from 

Quincy University with a Bachelors in Criminal Justice and a mi-

nor in Political Science in 2011. He went on to University of Cin-

cinnati for graduate school and upon graduation, worked in their 

Corrections Institute as well as at a children’s home in Northern 

Kentucky before coming to JPO. For those looking to start a ca-

reer in criminal justice, Kerwin recommends that before getting 

involved in reforming the system, one needs to “gain under-

standing that it is a system with many different parts. Reform 

can come from different avenues and should strive to affect the 

rest of the system.” Educating yourself on all the pieces of the 

system will lead to stronger and more inclusive reform efforts. 

 

One of his favorite JPO memories was his first site visit, where he went to Angola, the Louisiana State Peni-

tentiary. The experience was eye-opening, as he learned about the nation’s most infamous penitentiary and 

received hot sauce, homemade chocolate chip cookies and an ashtray made from a license plate from the 

inmates.  As for the future of JPO, he’s most excited about the expansion into other areas of criminal justice 

and getting JPO more involved in parts of the system, specifically with law enforcement. “Law enforcement is 

the beginning of the system, it’s how you’re introduced and how you first interact with the system.” An in 

depth study of the initial part will lead to a better ability to reform the whole.   

 

A fun fact about Kerwin is that he used to play the saxophone, all three types: alto, tenor and baritone. He 

eventually gave up his musical talents to play football in high school and college.  


